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Summary :


To find the best EPUB to PDF converter, you can check out the 12 options and their pros and cons in this article.
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Did you try downloading your favorite book from a website only to end up confused regarding the extensions and file type? This is pretty common as many people do not know about EPUB file formats. EPUB is a book reader software that many book readers access. It’s accessible through book-reading devices/apps like Kindle. EPUB is accessible in the form of ebook software that makes digital books more readable. At times, when you are not able to open EPUB files, you can convert them using an EPUB to PDF Converter online, and view the PDF easily.

The problem with EPUB is that not everyone has a book-reading app or EPUB reader in place to open their ebook files and that remains an issue. On the contrary, if we look at PDFs, it is far more easily accessible, and many platforms can open such files. You do not have to do a lot of hard work to view files since almost every platform, web browser is capable enough to view your files.

Here, I will tell you about the best EPUB to PDF Converters that do the work without much hindrance. So let’s start.

⭐ You May Also Like

✔11 Best Free Scanner Apps for Android

✔ 13 Best Free PDF Scanner Apps for iPhone and iPad

✔ 10 Best PDF Editor Add-ons for Google Chrome

Top 6 EPUB To PDF Online Converters

# 1. PDFgear

PDFgear is one of the best choices that you can go for in terms of converting your EPUB ebook file to a PDF format. The first thing that stands out about this website is its interface, it’s far easier to navigate and it’s basically a clear drag-and-drop scenario. Once the file gets uploaded to the server, the conversion happens and it’s available for download from the server location the converted file automatically gets removed from their servers in order to make sure that any other uploads from any other source get uploaded. It takes into account privacy and all of its services are free of cost with no issues with restricting the conversion in batch or tagging a watermark after conversion.
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Key features

	Provide and guarantees security by deleting all converted user files
	Fast conversion and printing together
	The converter is completely free of cost
	Does not include a watermark after the conversion of a file
	The interface is friendly for beginners
	Includes batch processing at no extra cost
	Cross-platform usage access is available




PROS

	Does not watermark your converted files
	Does not interrupt midway conversion and ask for subscribing to a premium service
	Host of other conversion formats as well to PDF like JPEG, DOCX, PNR, etc





CONS

	Occasional lagging during use






# 2. Zamzar

Zamzar is a file conversion company based in England. This is a paid premium service that you can avail of. They have a good deal with the pricing options, in any of the services if you want to go for them, you get unlimited file formats to convert from even files like AAC, A3C, and MOV of audio and visual among others. Same for doc files as well like ODS, XLS, and XML. They have a conversion for a large group of file types. Equipped with 124 SSL payment gateway the subscription fee transfer to the vendor will happen safely.

A little overview of the pricing:

	The basic plan includes 200 MB of maximum single file size conversion. You get online data storage of 5 GB on the platform. You can simultaneously upload and convert 25 files at a time to convert. This plan costs $18/month.
	Pro Plan also includes 400 MB of single file conversion. Online data storage is capped at 20 GB. You can convert 50 files at a single time. The plan costs $30.
	Business Plan includes 2GB of single file conversion. Allows 100 continuous conversions to happen. You can store 100 GB of data on your account.
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Key Features

	A Massive number of conversion file extensions happen between file formats
	Offers a maximum of 100 videos to convert at a single time
	Pricing is kept reasonable
	Includes a well-protected payment gateway authenticated with SSL
	Offers editing options as well




PROS

	Includes a big list of conversion formats for document conversion and many other file formats including archived files
	Paid services to offer up to 100 continuous uploads and conversions to happen at one time
	Has 125 SSL payment gateway encryption protecting your money while buying a plan





CONS

	PDF converters have been quite a while available for free, so anything paid is often sought as bad






# 3. CloudConvert

CloudConvert is another file-converting API through a web portal that allows 200+ conversions to happen. The thing that’s different about CloudConvert is its approach to charging for the services. Unlike paying for a monthly subscription, you pay for the minutes taken to convert a particular file. Since conversion is basically just files that take minutes to convert using resources at API, it charges for the time taken to convert. There are two types where you can pay for one-time use called subscription you get 500 minutes of conversion. There is a package also that you can avail of as well that allows you 1000 minutes of conversion. The difference is 500 hours last until it’s finished. While 1000 hours exhaust every month.
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 Key features

	Affordable pricing for conversion purposes
	No data backup and selling user data
	Fast conversion process
	Supports 200 plus conversions at a given time




PROS

	Supports massive file extensions and their conversions
	New way payments where subscription is based on the number of hours being used for conversion
	Has Amazon S3 extension in its API





CONS

	The demerit is if you use more than 500 minutes you might have to change the plan within a month






# 4. PDF Converter

Free PDF Converter is like a free as well as prized file conversion and reading platform. It supports all kinds of documentation files whether PDF EPUB, MOBI, AZV, PRC, or TPZ. You name it and you will find it in the PDF Converter space. It allows restrictive use of its services, you can convert not more than 2 files in a day. It has a great security system that has 256 encryption codes to protect valuable user data after conversion.
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Key Features

	Has 256 encryption code enabled the security cloud system to protect against intrusion
	Supports free limited conversion and editing.
	Accessible on all OS platforms.
	Has a list of multifarious pricing plans for premium services.




PROS

	Enhanced security function
	Free features with a vast library of different documentation
	Supports all major OS





CONS

	Limited free features
	Sometimes too simple UI makes it confusing, and there are fewer options for converting these files






# 5. PDF Candy

PDF Candy is another free for all PDF conversion app. It supports conversion from PDF to other formats and other formats to PDF. It reads various non-mainstream formats of documents like ODF etc. TIFF, RAW images, and other files of that sort. It has a software platform too where you can access its interface having too many conversion apps to PDF.
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Key Features

	Has a uniquely simple interface
	Allows conversion of various files to and from PDF
	The app includes a desktop version interface which is rich with options
	Advanced edits are available on the document file




PROS

	It is free of cost
	Available file formats are great at no extra cost
	Great edit options included





CONS

	Minimalistic user interface






# 6. Online Ebook Convert

Online Ebook Convert is another great PDF conversion app. But it’s not just an EPUB to PDF converter. It provides a list of services where there are platform transitionary conversions happening like Windows media files getting conversion-worthy changes to be able to get opened on PS4 or XBOX 360 etc. It has a hashtag creator as well apart from the basic conversion systems. It also includes a wide range of documentation extensions that you can convert to.
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 Key Features

	Has cross-platform transitionary conversion tools
	Convert from any particular document to PDF and vice versa
	Has an intensive hashtag generator
	Has web portal optimization tools
	Has two pricing plans $6.44/month with reasonable restrictions on services and $8.99 for 24 hours to do maximum conversions with no bandwidth.




PROS

	Contains around 40+ tools in API
	Does cross-platform conversion
	Generates hashtags and plans out optimization plans for FB and other social media page





CONS

	Includes a pricing scheme where the bulk of the options are available






Top 6 EPUB to PDF Converter Offline

# 7. Calibre

Calibre is an excellent documentation tool that is available for free to all. It works as an Ebook management software where you can place all your books ordered and sorted in a sense in the digital library. It has conversion options for Ebook just at the interface. It provides you with news at an instant click. It helps you share directories and digital libraries and has an inherent viewing preview.
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Support OS: It is supported on all major platforms like Windows, MAC OS, Android, iOS, and Linux

 Key Features

	It is an ebook management app
	It helps in accessing your digital library
	It can convert files with no extra time
	It helps you recommend books as well.




PROS

	It helps in sharing complete libraries with people
	Converts documentation to any possible format of an EBook
	It can convert files with no extra time
	It helps you recommend books as well





CONS

	Limited conversion options if you want only for books this is the right app






# 8. Icecream PDF Converter

Icecream PDF Converter is another amazing platform to convert your PDF files to and from any format. The best thing about this software it provides greater customization options for your PDF and designs the files in lieu of your business. It also has built-in password protection support which ensures the data security of the document.
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Support OS: It requires a Windows OS post-XP version, 512 GB of RAM, and a 1.3 GHz processor (AMD or Intel) to run the program.

Key Features

	Batch file conversion enabled
	Greater Customization skills
	Edits of major proportion available
	Works on all Windows post-XP




PROS

	Supports batch file conversion
	Business savvy PDF creation
	Ensure greater customization and edit options





CONS

	Not available for MAC and Linux versions






# 9. Epubor Ultimate

Epubor ultimate is a premium conversion software that helps in converting and decrypting any form of documentation with the Kindle library. Any specific digital libraries that archive sources or any PDF that has a strongly encrypted code can be decrypted by this software. It has two versions working on both Mac and Windows.
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Support OS: It only supports Windows and Mac systems.

 Key Features

	The software is available for $24.99
	A 1-month free trial is available
	Converts any encrypted file to PDF from a reputed digital library
	Assured money back before 1 month once plan canceled




PROS

	Supports high-end file conversion encapsulated with encryption
	Helps in Decryption
	Premium service and if canceled before 30 days the money shall be sent back to the account





CONS

	Only supports high-end editing and not small-sized conversions






# 10. TalkHelper

TalkHelper is another great converter to convert files to and from PDF to any other format. The stand-out thing about this product is its compatible OCR service, which reads any PDF image and makes it transit into an editable word form. The new version for it has been released on January 5, 2023. The OCR mode recognizes languages like English, Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, etc.
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Support OS: It is supported in only Windows platforms and versions.

Key Features

	Advanced OCR platform
	Altercating foreign languages
	Document conversion from and to all types
	Costs $25.95 for the purchase




PROS

	Sophisticated OCR technology
	Advanced language recognition
	Edits efficiently work faster
	Magnetic, trackless timeline
	Magnetic, trackless timeline





CONS

	Comes at a price
	New price in the market






# 11. AniceSoft EPUB converter

Anicesoft EPUB converter is another amazing conversion software however its file is software protected. It enables the conversion of any file to and from EPUB. This software is free of cost with no extra charges. Any extension EPUB to MOBI etc can be turned into a PDF.
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Support OS: It is supported only on MS Windows OS versions.

Key Features

	Conversions available for all formats of documentation
	Easy-to-use UI
	Does not cost you money
	Available only for Windows users




PROS

	Pretty basic and easy to use
	100 files conversion allowed for documents
	Edit options are available





CONS

	Very basic in nature






# 12. Coolmuster PDF Creator Pro

Coolmuster PDF Creator Pro is a good app, it is an avenue sorter. It helps conversion of all documentation whether in HTML, DOCX to PDF. One standard book-reading website has multiple channel inputs and 1 single output. Here, that output is PDF.
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Support OS: It is supported in both Microsoft and Mac platforms.

Key Features

	Comes with a bundle and kit
	Runs multiple conversions
	Single output with different inputs available




PROS

	Great package kit of tools
	Allows data transition of similar genre files to PDF
	Offers high-end editing service





CONS

	It’s a premium product hence costly






Conclusion

Documentation has gone digital now. Gone are the days when you have to prepare your educational documents, write in SOPs for college admissions and physically mail them. Now PDFs and EBooks are a trend, you can choose any app or service that suits your needs.
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